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Vantec Notebook Security
Combination Lock Set
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Short Description

Keep your notebook safe and secure with the Vantec Cable Locking System. With 6.5 feet of 3/8" coated steel
cable, you can attach your delicate equipment to any secure object or surface you can loop around. The
included security plate gives you the option of securing the cable to an area without a convenient attachment
point. Its 4 position keyless combination lock gives you up to 10,000 different user-defined combination
possibilities meaning you will never have to worry about keys. The Vantec Cable Locking System works with
any device with a security lock slot and is the ideal way to keep your equipment where you left it.

Description

Keep your notebook safe and secure with the Vantec Cable Locking System. With 6.5 feet of 3/8" coated steel
cable, you can attach your delicate equipment to any secure object or surface you can loop around. The
included security plate gives you the option of securing the cable to an area without a convenient attachment
point. Its 4 position keyless combination lock gives you up to 10,000 different user-defined combination
possibilities meaning you will never have to worry about keys. The Vantec Cable Locking System works with
any device with a security lock slot and is the ideal way to keep your equipment where you left it.

Features

Compatible with virtually any laptop or other devices with security slot, including monitors, projectors, external enclosures,
small form factor PCs, etc.
Ideal for retail display, office, school, library, etc.
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Resettable combination for continuous use
Included Velcro® strap for easy cable management and portability

Specifications

0

Additional Information

Brand Vantec

SKU NBL-S200

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Vendor SKU/EAN 844767003788

Special Price $2.96


